
ESTO Group's Landmarks of Excellence 

 

ESTO Group is synonymous with architectural innovation and top-notch construction, 

consistently delivering projects that harmonize functionality with beautiful design. Their 

portfolio isn't just about buildings; it's about crafting landmarks that elevate the 

cityscape. Let's take a closer look at some of their past projects that epitomize their 

approach to modern architecture and quality construction. 

Enso Sanza, located in Kandivali East, caters to the contemporary Mumbaikar with its 

stylish yet functional apartments. Emphasizing smartly designed, airy living areas, this 

development fosters a peaceful yet well-connected community. Reduced travel times 

and connectivity to Mumbai's vibrant urban life enhance residents' lifestyles, 

embodying ESTO Group's dedication to thoughtful urban development. 

Arristo House, nestled near the Western Express Highway in Andheri East, is a prime 

example of their commitment to space optimization. Leveraging flat slab technology, 

this commercial project boasts an expansive layout conducive to seamless business 

activities. High-speed elevators and double-stack parking systems further enhance 

accessibility and efficiency, while its strategic location near key transport hubs like the 

airport and Andheri Station adds to its commercial allure. 

Viraj Towers, strategically perched along the bustling Western Express Highway, caters 

to the discerning business elite. Its contemporary glass façade and state-of-the-art 

amenities underscore its appeal to businesses valuing connectivity and convenience in 

Mumbai's bustling business landscape. With easy access to major airports and Andheri 

Station, Viraj Towers is a hub of corporate dynamism. 

Reliance Guest House, spanning 250 acres along the old Mumbai-Pune Expressway, 

offers a tranquil retreat without compromising city access. Completed in 1996, this 

project prioritizes ventilation and spaciousness in guest houses and staff quarters, 

ensuring superior living standards. Its serene yet well-connected location strikes a 

perfect balance for residents seeking respite from urban hustle. 

Through their 'Real Estate, The Relationship Way' philosophy, ESTO Group not only 

meets but enriches Mumbai's architectural landscape. Their projects foster strong 

community connections, serving users and enhancing societal fabric, making each 

development a testament to their commitment to elevating urban environments. 


